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Objective: In this article, we review the impact of vision on older people’s night driving abilities. Driving is the preferred and primary mode of transport for older people. It is a complex activity where intact vision is seminal for road safety. Night driving requires mesopic rather than scotopic vision, because there is always some light available when driving at night. Scotopic refers to night vision, photopic refers to vision under well-lit conditions, and mesopic vision is a combination of photopic and scotopic vision in low but not quite dark lighting situations. With increasing age, mesopic vision decreases and glare sensitivity increases, even in the absence of ocular diseases. Because of the increasing number of elderly drivers, more drivers are affected by night vision difficulties. Vision tests, which accurately predict night driving ability, are therefore of great interest.

Methods: We reviewed existing literature on age-related influences on vision and vision tests that correlate or predict night driving ability.

Results: We identified several studies that investigated the relationship between vision tests and night driving. These studies found correlations between impaired mesopic vision or increased glare sensitivity and impaired night driving, but no correlation was found among other tests; for example, useful field of view or visual field. The correlation between photopic visual acuity, the most commonly used test when assessing elderly drivers, and night driving ability has not yet been fully clarified.

Conclusions: Photopic visual acuity alone is not a good predictor of night driving ability. Mesopic visual acuity and glare sensitivity seem relevant for night driving. Due to the small number of studies evaluating predictors for night driving ability, further research is needed.
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Introduction

Driving is a preferred and primary mode of travel (Hu and Reuscher 2004) for older and younger drivers (Bundesamt für Statistik 2010; Collia et al. 2003; Engeln et al. 2001; Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development 2001). It is a complex activity with high vision requirements (Johnson and Wilkinson 2010; Owsley and McGwin 2010), and adequate vision is seminal for road safety (Desapriya et al. 2011; Lachenmayr 2006).

Older drivers often report visual difficulties while driving at night, even in the absence of ocular diseases (Emsbach and Friedel 1999; Mortimer and Fell 1989; Werber 2003). Visual acuity (VA) decreases at night in younger and older drivers (Mortimer and Fell 1989). The decrease is more pronounced in older drivers, who also experience more glare sensitivity from oncoming headlights, than younger drivers (Mortimer and Fell 1989). Because of demographic changes related to aging and the increasing number of older drivers, the number of drivers with vision-related difficulties at night is increasing (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development 2001).

The risk of being involved in a fatal crash is higher at night than during the daytime, as measured by distance driven (Massie et al. 1995; Niemann et al. 2009; Werber 2003; Williams 2003). Reasons for the higher nighttime crash risk are speed, alcohol, fatigue, and decreased night vision (Massie et al. 1995; Niemann et al. 2009; Plainis and Murray 2002). Alcohol and excessive speed account for the largest number of fatal nighttime crashes, and they are usually caused by younger drivers (Owsley and McGwin 1999). The risk related to age-related decreased night vision is not clear, but the fact that better road lighting decreases nighttime accidents emphasizes the important role of good night vision ability (Plainis and Murray 2002). Poor visibility in low-light conditions is associated with pedestrian and bicyclist collisions (Owens and Sivak 1996) and with diminished road sign recognition (Chrysler et al. 1996; Owens et al. 2007; Sivak et al. 1981). Poor lighting decreases the distance to read traffic signs and consequently leaves less
time to react upon their information. This effect is most pronounced in older drivers when driving at night (Chrysler et al. 1996; Sivak et al. 1981). Compared to younger drivers, older drivers also show a greater degradation of steering accuracy in low luminance (Owens and Tyrrell 1999). Despite this knowledge, in most countries current laws for obtaining or renewing driver's licenses do not include an assessment of night vision. The present study reviews the existing literature on age-related decline of vision at night and its impact on night driving.

Age-Related Changes in Vision
As people age, they suffer anatomical and functional changes in vision, some of which are age-related and others of which are disease-related. With increasing age, a loss in elasticity in the lens and changes in the ciliary muscles occur (Atchison 1995; Holland 2001), and both lead to an age-dependent decline in accommodative power to focus on near objects, also known as presbyopia.

Another aging or disease-related process is the opacification of the normally clear lens (Michael and Bron 2011), or cataract. As a result, increased light scattering leads to a reduction in the retinal image contrast (de Waard et al. 1992). Cataracts can seriously decrease VA and contrast sensitivity and increase disability glare (Jefferis et al. 2011) and thus lead to a higher risk of being involved in at-fault crashes (Owsley et al. 1999). Cataract surgery can improve VA and contrast sensitivity and reduce disability glare (Elliott et al. 1997; Rubin et al. 1993) and thus might also reduce the rate of crash involvement (Owsley et al. 2002).

The diameter of the pupil for a given value of illumination tends to become smaller. This is known as pupil-lary miosis (Schieber 2006). The greatest age-related changes in pupil diameter occur at low illumination (Winn et al. 1994), which may reduce retinal illumination in extreme situations (Archibald et al. 2009) and may also impair dark adaptation. Other causes for impaired dark adaptations have been suggested on a neural basis (rhodopsin regeneration; Jackson et al. 1999).

Aging is also associated with other age-related eye disease, including glaucoma, macular degeneration, and diabetic retinopathy (National Advisory Eye Council 1999). They can all impair either VA or visual fields. They develop slowly and may not be apparent to the older driver. In case of age-related macular degeneration, laser photocoagulation and photodynamic therapy showed visual stabilization but no vision gain (Lim et al. 2012). However, the newer pharmacological treatments can have positive effects on VA (Lim et al. 2012; Rosenfeld et al. 2006), which might also improve driving performance (Williams and Blyth 2011). For glaucoma, medical and surgical treatments can prevent visual field loss (Boland et al. 2012) and thus might have a positive effect on driving performance. In the case of diabetic retinopathy, tight control of systemic factors, laser photocoagulation, vitrectomy, and, as of recently, pharmacological therapies are the main strategies to prevent or prolong progression of the disease (López et al. 2007).

Methods
PubMed, ISI Web of Knowledge, and Google Scholar were used to search for relevant papers using the following search algorithm: (driving OR driver) AND (night OR mesopic OR twilight OR low light OR illumination OR luminance) AND (visual acuity OR glare sensitivity OR visual field OR useful field of view) AND (age OR old OR elderly) LIMIT English, French, and German language. In addition, we screened the references of papers found in the database for further relevant literature. Papers published between 1920 and 2011 were included in the review. Case-control studies with fewer than 8 subjects were not included in this review to avoid reporting results that are based on very small numbers of subjects only. Four hundred fifty articles were identified through electronic database search and their abstracts were screened independently by 2 authors (N.G., T.N.) for correlations between 6 visual functions (photopic/mesopic/scotopic VA, glare sensitivity, visual field, and useful field of view) and night driving. Disagreements between the 2 authors were resolved by reading the full-text article and by discussing to reach a consensus. Ten papers met these inclusion criteria and were included in this review. The same search strategy was used to search for the definition and age-related changes of these 6 visual functions.

Vision and Night Driving
In research on driving, vision tests are investigated with regards to 2 major outcomes: driving safety and driving performance (Owsley and McGwin 2010). According to Owsley and McGwin (2010), driving safety refers to motor vehicle collision involvement. These data are typically provided by the state's crash records or are self-reported. Driving performance refers to driving behavior and can be measured in 2 ways: physically (e.g., speed, lane position, scanning behavior) or by ratings from a trained evaluator (Owsley and McGwin 2010).

Lighting conditions are divided into 3 categories. Photopic vision during daylight is the lighting condition brighter than 1.0 cd/m², whereas night vision (scotopic vision) is defined as the lighting condition darker than 0.01 cd/m². The area between photopic and scotopic vision is called mesopic vision (0.01–1.0 cd/m²; Schieber et al. 2005). As a result of modern street lighting and car headlights, driving at night takes place in a mesopic rather than in a photopic or scotopic range (Aulhorn and Harms 1970; Eloholma et al. 2006; Lachenmayr 2003).

Specific visual functions and their correlations with night driving ability are summarized in Table 1.

Photopic Visual Acuity
Photopic VA measures the eye’s ability to resolve fine detail at high contrast (Rubin et al. 2001) to perceive 2 closely located points as 2 separate points (Werber 2003). It is measured with optimal lighting and high contrast at near or far distance with Snellen VA charts or Landolt rings. In a driving situation, photopic VA is required to perceive other road users, road signs, and road signals for overtaking maneuvers in interurban
Table 1. Overview of studies that assessed the association between vision and night driving

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Study design</th>
<th>Study population</th>
<th>Driving outcome</th>
<th>Correlation between vision and night driving</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Photopic VA</td>
<td>Case-control</td>
<td>261 night accident perpetrators (56.1 ± 11.5 years) 250 control persons (57.7 ± 10.2 years)</td>
<td>State's crash records</td>
<td>Photopic VA was significantly reduced in night accident perpetrators compared to the control group (P &lt; .001)</td>
<td>Lachenmayr et al. (1998)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prospective comparative study</td>
<td>279 patients with cataracts (71 ± 6 years) 67 controls without cataracts (67 ± 6 years)</td>
<td>Driving habits questionnaire</td>
<td>Decreased photopic VA was associated with difficulty driving at night (for trend P = .0003)</td>
<td>McGwin et al. (2000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prospective case series</td>
<td>93 subjects (≥50 years)</td>
<td>Perceived driving disability questionnaire</td>
<td>No correlation between subjective perceived driving disability at night and photopic VA (P = .426)</td>
<td>van Rijn et al. (2002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prospective comparative study</td>
<td>8 young drivers (21.5 ± 2.8 years); 8 middle-aged drivers (46.6 ± 4.2 years); 8 older drivers (71.9 ± 2.6 years)</td>
<td>On-the-road test</td>
<td>Photopic VA does not predict recognition performance (r² = 0.01–0.06)</td>
<td>Wood and Owens (2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prospective comparative study</td>
<td>12 older subjects (20.3 ± 2.5 years) 12 older subjects (70.1 ± 3.8 years)</td>
<td>Legibility distance on the road</td>
<td>Photopic VA does not account for the age-related differences in legibility distances (r = −0.02)</td>
<td>Sivak et al. (1981)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mesopic VA</td>
<td>Case-control</td>
<td>261 night accident perpetrators (56.1 ± 11.5 years) 250 control persons (57.7 ± 10.2 years)</td>
<td>State's crash records</td>
<td>Mesopic VA was significantly reduced in night accident perpetrators compared to the control group (P &lt; .001). Background illumination: Mesotest: 0.0316 cd/m²; Nyktotest: 0.001 cd/m²</td>
<td>Lachenmayr et al. (1998)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prospective case series</td>
<td>93 subjects (≥50 years)</td>
<td>Perceived driving disability questionnaire</td>
<td>Subjective perceived driving disability at night is significantly correlated with the Mesotest without glare (= mesopic VA; P = .018) but is not correlated with the Nyktotest without glare (= mesopic VA; P = .164). Correlation between vision and night driving Reference</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Case-control</td>
<td>432 night accident perpetrators (30–59 years), photopic VA &gt; 0.7 432 control persons (30–59 years), photopic VA &gt; 0.7</td>
<td>Road accidents</td>
<td>Almost 20 percent of professional drivers involved in nighttime collisions with other road users have severely diminished twilight vision (P ≤ .01)</td>
<td>von Hebenstreit (1984)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prospective comparative study</td>
<td>6 young subjects (23.3 ± 4.1 years) 6 older subjects (67.5 ± 6.0 years)</td>
<td>Legibility distance on the road</td>
<td>Good low-luminance/high-contrast acuity assured good performance in legibility distance</td>
<td>Sivak and Olson (1982)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glare sensitivity</td>
<td>Case-control</td>
<td>261 night accident perpetrators (56.1 ± 11.5 years) 250 control persons (57.7 ± 10.2 years)</td>
<td>State's crash records</td>
<td>Glare sensitivity was significantly increased in night accident perpetrators (P &lt; .01)</td>
<td>Lachenmayr et al. (1998)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Case-control</td>
<td>432 night accident perpetrators (30–59 years), photopic VA &gt; 0.7 432 control persons (30–59 years), photopic VA &gt; 0.7</td>
<td>Road accidents</td>
<td>25 percent of professional drivers involved in nighttime collisions with other road users have increased susceptibility to glare (P &lt; .01)</td>
<td>von Hebenstreit (1984)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prospective case series</td>
<td>8 subjects (47.3 ± 8.97 years)</td>
<td>Truck simulator</td>
<td>Target detection in the presence of glare was slower than in the absence of glare (pedestrian detection P = .0006)</td>
<td>Ranney et al. (1996)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prospective comparative study</td>
<td>8 young Dutch subjects (28.3 years) 8 young Americans (24.4 years) 8 older Dutch subjects (62.3 years)</td>
<td>On-the-road test</td>
<td>Glare caused a significant drop in detecting simulated pedestrians along the roadside. There was a trend that older participants showed the largest drop (P = .063)</td>
<td>Theeuwes et al. (2002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prospective comparative study</td>
<td>279 patients with cataracts (71 ± 6 years) 67 controls without cataracts (67 ± 6 years)</td>
<td>Driving habits questionnaire</td>
<td>No correlation between disability glare and difficulty driving at night (no P-value specified)</td>
<td>McGwin et al. (2000)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1. Overview of studies that assessed the association between vision and night driving (Continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Study design</th>
<th>Study population</th>
<th>Driving outcome</th>
<th>Correlation between vision and night driving</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Visual field</td>
<td>Case-control</td>
<td>261 night accident perpetrators (56.1 ± 11.5 years) 250 control persons (57.7 ±</td>
<td>State's crash record</td>
<td>No significant correlation between visual field and night accident perpetrators (no P-value specified)</td>
<td>Lachenmayr et al.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10.2 years)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(1998)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional field of vision</td>
<td>Prospective case series</td>
<td>93 subjects (≥ 50 years)</td>
<td>Perceived driving disability questionnaire</td>
<td>No correlation between subjective perceived driving disability at night and UFOV (P = .85)</td>
<td>van Rijn et al.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prospective comparative study</td>
<td>279 patients with cataracts (71 ± 6 years) 67 controls without cataracts (67 ± 6 years)</td>
<td>Driving habits questionnaire</td>
<td>No correlation between UFOV and difficulty driving at night (no P-value specified)</td>
<td>McGwin et al.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Traffic to evaluate the speed of oncoming vehicles (Lachenmayr 2006). Reduced VA leads to a shorter recognition distance and thus to reduced time for an adequate reaction (Lachenmayr 2003, 2006).

Photopic VA declines with increasing age (Morgan and King 1995), even in the absence of ocular disease (Klein 1991). Some studies showed a fairly stable photopic VA until age 50 to 60 (A. J. Adams et al. 1988; Johnson and Choy 1987; Mortimer and Fell 1989; Pitts 1982) or even until age 65 to 70 (Haegerstrom-Portnoy et al. 1999) with an age-related decline afterwards, whereas other studies reported a gradual decline starting at age 25 (Elliott et al. 1995; Friisen and Friisen 1981). However, despite the general age-related decrease in VA, a considerable interindividual variance was observed (Pitts 1982).

Some studies showed a correlation between photopic VA and night accident perpetrators (Lachenmayr et al. 1998) and night driving difficulty (McGwin et al. 2000). However, other studies found no significant correlation between photopic VA and subjective perceived night driving disability (van Rijn et al. 2002) and the drivers’ recognition ability (e.g., road signs, pedestrians) under nighttime road driving conditions (Sivak et al. 1981; Wood and Owens 2005).

Mesopic Visual Acuity

Mesopic VA measures the VA in twilight conditions. It decreases with decreasing illumination (Ferree and Rand 1923; Hecht 1928; Johnson and Casson 1995; Lachenmayr 2003; Mainster and Timberlake 2003; Morgan and King 1995; Mortimer and Fell 1989; Shlaer 1937; Sturgis and Osgood 1982; Wilcox 1932). In mesopic light conditions, such as during night driving, VA drops to about half of the photopic acuity (Lachenmayr 2003, 2006; Walsh 1965).

The loss in mesopic acuity is more pronounced in older drivers (Hartmann and Wehmeyer 1980; Mortimer and Fell 1989; Puell et al. 2004; Scharwey et al. 1998; Sturr et al. 1990) as the lens becomes yellower and less transparent and the pupil becomes smaller (Puell et al. 2004). Sturr et al. (1990) reported that 65 years is the critical age after which mesopic VA declines significantly, whereas Puell et al. (2004) maintained that mesopic VA is stable until age 50, with a gradual decrease from 51 years onward.

Few studies exist that have examined the correlation between mesopic VA and a specific part of night driving: In 2 studies, night accident perpetrators (according to von Hebenstreit [1984], in particular, drivers involved in nighttime collisions with another road user) showed reduced mesopic vision compared to drivers with a clean record (Lachenmayr et al. 1998; von Hebenstreit 1984). Other studies reported a correlation between mesopic vision and subjective perceived driving disability at night (van Rijn et al. 2002) and the performance in nighttime legibility distance (Sivak and Olson 1982).

Scotopic Vision

Driving at night usually requires mesopic vision rather than scotopic vision, because most of the time there is enough light available to fall in the mesopic luminance region (e.g., headlights of the car, headlights of other cars, or street lighting; Aulhorn and Harms 1970; Eloholma et al. 2006; Lachenmayr 2003).

Glare Sensitivity

Investigators have often distinguished 2 types of glare: discomfort and disability glare (Abrahamsson and Sjostrand 1986; Bullough et al. 2002; Mainster and Timberlake 2003; Weber 2003). Discomfort glare can be distracting but does not necessarily impair vision, whereas disability glare causes impaired vision (Abrahamsson and Sjostrand 1986; Bullough et al. 2002; Mainster and Timberlake 2003). Disability glare is the result of forward intraocular light scattering due to a nearby glare source and leads to a decreased VA and contrast sensitivity (Bichuo et al. 1995; Bullough et al. 2002; Puell et al. 2004; Ruben et al. 2001). Mesopic vision in combination with glare seems to be fairly stable until age 40 and then gradually decreases (Puell et al. 2004). Seventy-five percent of subjects older than 70 years cannot discriminate any contrast in conditions of glare (Puell et al. 2004). Mesopic vision without glare starts to decrease around ages 51 to 60, whereas mesopic vision with glare starts to decrease around ages 41 to 50 (Puell et al. 2004). Therefore, glare leads to an earlier as well as a greater age-dependent decrease in mesopic vision than in nonglare conditions (Puell et al. 2004; Scharwey et al. 1998). Several factors lead to an increased disability glare with increasing age. Age-associated lens protein changes and increased lens density cause an increase in light scattering (Morgan and King 1995). This, in
The visual field is defined as the area within which information can be perceived with an immobilized head and the eyes fixated in primary position (Lachenmayr 2003). A normal monocular visual field extends to about 90°–100° temporal, 70° downward, 60° upward, and 60° nasal (Weijland et al. 2004). Relevant for driving is the overlay of the visual field from left and right eye, the so-called binocular visual field (Lachenmayr 2003). The most important information during driving appears within the central 30° of the visual field (Deutsche Ophthalmologische Gesellschaft 2008). In addition to the central visual field, the horizontal area to left and right is also of prime importance, such as for lane change (Deutsche Ophthalmologische Gesellschaft 2008). The visual field downward and upward is often limited by vehicle parts (Lachenmayr 2003). A loss of the visual field may occur as a result of disease or trauma at the level of the eye or the brain (e.g., age-related macular degeneration, retinitis pigmentosa, glaucoma, and specific neurological disorders; Charlton et al. 2010).

Numerous studies have reported an age-related decrease in the visual field (Adams et al. 1999; Haas et al. 1986; Heijl et al. 1987; Jaffe et al. 1986; Johnson et al. 1989; Johnson and Choy 1987; Katz and Sommer 1986; Morgan and King 1995). Some studies found a more or less linear decline in the visual field with increasing age, starting around the age of 20 (Haas et al. 1986), whereas others showed a fairly linear reduction in sensitivity until ages 50 to 60 and a slightly greater reduction in sensitivity afterward (Adams et al. 1999; Johnson and Choy 1987). Visual field sensitivity also declines with increasing eccentricity (Jaffe et al. 1986; Katz and Sommer 1986). A generally accepted age-dependent effect of eccentricity on variability in the visual field has not been clarified to date. Some researchers reported a greater interpersonal variability for older persons in the peripheral visual field compared to their central visual field and compared to younger counterparts (Katz and Sommer 1986). Others revealed no age-related effect on variability (Adams et al. 1999).

To the authors’ knowledge, few studies exist concerning the correlation between the visual field and night driving performance. The only study found reported no differences in the visual field sensitivity between a nighttime accident–involved group and an accident-free control group (Lachenmayr et al. 1998).

**Functional Field of Vision**

The functional field of vision describes the ability to simultaneously process central and peripheral visual information. The extent of the functional field decreases as the quantity of information within the field of vision increases (Sanders 1970). One way to assess the functional field of vision is the Useful Field of View (UFOV) test.

**Useful Field of View**

The UFOV was introduced by Ball et al. (1988) and is the total visual field area within which information can be acquired without eye and head movements. The computer-generated UFOV test includes both sensory and cognitive factors (A. B. Sekuler et al. 2000) because it combines a visual task with a neuropsychological task of attention (van Rijn 2005). The test consists of 3 subtests to assess the following outcomes: processing speed, divided attention, and selective attention (Ball et al. 1993). It is measured binocularly and involves detection, localization, and identification of targets against more complex visual backgrounds compared to the visual field where the stimulus is presented on a uniform background (Ball and Owsley 1993; Ball et al. 1988; Johnson and Wilkinson 2010; A. B. Sekuler et al. 2000). Therefore, the UFOV can be much smaller than the area of the visual field sensitivity (Ball et al.
The previously mentioned studies, including those by Charlton et al. (2010), suggest that research regarding daylight crash risks and visual fields is inconsistent due to ambiguous assessments and definitions of field loss. The integration of the visual field test into medical examinations seems evident for road safety, but the actual cutoff value is still unclear and further research is needed (van Rijn 2005).

The UFOV test incorporates the influence of distractors and secondary task demands with simultaneously central and peripheral target detection within a visual angle of 30°. It has been shown in a meta-analysis that a poorer UFOV test performance is associated with poor daytime driving performance (including state’s crash records, on-the-road tests, and driving simulator performance) in older adults, and further research is needed to determine reliable UFOV cutoff scores that might indicate the need for further assessments of fitness to drive (Classen et al. 2009; Clay et al. 2005). In addition to the UFOV test, a functional visual field test exists that embeds targets and distractors into pictures of everyday life and considers eye movements (Müri et al. 2005). The functional visual field test is therefore more realistic and may be better related to the complexity of a driving situation. Further research, including the age-dependent effect on the functional visual field and its correlation to night driving performance, will be needed to determine whether the functional visual field test is an even stronger predictor for safe night driving than the UFOV test.

For assessing night driving ability, ophthalmologists recommend including tests for mesopic VA and glare sensitivity into medical examinations to obtain or renew driver’s licenses (Deutsche Ophthalmologische Gesellschaft 2008), because reduced mesopic acuity and increased glare sensitivity can lead to a complete loss of visual perception (Deutsche Ophthalmologische Gesellschaft 2008). As mentioned above, photopic VA alone is not a good predictor for night driving ability because minor lens opacities (cataract) have no effect on daylight performance but negatively affect nighttime driving performance (Deutsche Ophthalmologische Gesellschaft 2008). Restrictions in mesopic VA and glare sensitivity cannot be compensated for during driving because, for example, increased eye movements can compensate for visual field loss to some extent (Deutsche Ophthalmologische Gesellschaft 2008). Therefore, a driving restriction in twilight and night conditions is recommended for drivers with impaired night vision (Deutsche Ophthalmologische Gesellschaft 2008). In the case of severe night vision impairments, a restriction on night driving should be declared (Deutsche Ophthalmologische Gesellschaft 2008). A night driving restriction seems to be an effective strategy to lower crash rates of elderly drivers. Langford and Koppel (2011) reported a lower relative crash rate following the imposition of a night driving restriction. However, they mentioned that the difference is indicative only and not statistically significant due to the small number of older drivers with license restrictions. Many older drivers self-regulate their driving exposure when they become aware of having difficulties in specific driving situations (Charlton et al. 2006; Eberhard 1996). However, some older adults do not realize their own vision impairment and do not adequately self-regulate their driving exposure despite driving difficulties (Holland and Rabitt 1992). It has been shown that educational interventions (self-perception of vision impairment,
how vision impairment can impact driver safety, and how to avoid challenging driving situations through self-regulation) lead visually impaired older drivers to reduce their driving exposure and avoid visually challenging driving situations (Owsley et al. 2003).

To date, in most countries, night vision tests are not required to obtain or renew a driver’s license. This might be due to ambiguous correlations between night vision tests and night driving ability. There is no test that is a strong predictor for night driving ability. This lack of a strong predictor has various reasons. On the one hand, few studies exist that have examined the correlation between vision tests and night driving performance/safety. On the other hand, available studies differ in study design (case control, cross-sectional), number of study participants, dependent outcome variables (driving safety or driving performance), or driving assessment method (questionnaires, simulator, on-the-road tests, self-reported, and state crash records).

Due to the lack of scientific knowledge about strong and unambiguous predictors for night driving ability, further research is needed to analyze correlations between vision tests and night driving, especially for visual field sensitivity, UFOV, and the functional visual field. To date, no appropriate vision screening test to predict night driving ability has been found. A vision test or a battery of vision tests that can predict night driving ability needs to be developed to distinguish between good and bad night drivers.

Finally, some limitations of the present review need to be mentioned. PubMed, ISI Web of Knowledge, and Google Scholar were used to search for relevant papers. No grey literature was included. This article is not a systematical review due to ambiguous correlations between night vision tests and night driving ability. This lack of a strong predictor has various reasons. On the one hand, few studies exist that have examined the correlation between vision tests and night driving performance/safety. On the other hand, available studies differ in study design (case control, cross-sectional), number of study participants, dependent outcome variables (driving safety or driving performance), or driving assessment method (questionnaires, simulator, on-the-road tests, self-reported, and state crash records).

Due to the lack of scientific knowledge about strong and unambiguous predictors for night driving ability, further research is needed to analyze correlations between vision tests and night driving, especially for visual field sensitivity, UFOV, and the functional visual field. To date, no appropriate vision screening test to predict night driving ability has been found. A vision test or a battery of vision tests that can predict night driving ability needs to be developed to distinguish between good and bad night drivers.

Finally, some limitations of the present review need to be mentioned. PubMed, ISI Web of Knowledge, and Google Scholar were used to search for relevant papers. No grey literature was included. This article is not a systematical review because there was no classification scheme to rate the level of evidence (Wright et al. 2007).
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